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CATZINE

CATZINE is a project by Wellington
Zinefest which celebrates cat-related
content made by local creatives. This
zine shows off the many talents of

zinemakers, writers, illustrators, comic
artists, photographers and other creatives
connected with Wellington Zinefest.

In all, we received submissions from 65
different creatives on the theme of cats.
Thank you. Thanks also to Creative New
Zealand for supporting this project.
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@micastill
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UrsineMundanity
@ursinemundanity

Submitted by Olivia



Kathryn vanBeek
@kathrynvanbeek

www.kathrynvanbeek.co.nz

“No animal has more liberty than the cat, but it buries the
mess it makes.The cat is the best anarchist.”

ErnestHemingway



Fanart for Street ViewCat
By JeweliaHoward

@glaciars

Donna
Submitted by Alice



Once, Twice, Three Times a Cat Lady

Everyone knows the Cat Lady trope
began with a witch and her familiar.

Some Middle Ages douchebag got upset
when she said she couldn’t go back

to his place because she had to get home
to feed her cat and lo!, word spread

that she hexed his dick. First, they
whispered about her in the tavern, then

they laughed, then they threw slop at her
when she went to town to do the

shopping. And if half the townspeople
were to die that winter? She shrugs at the cat

as she spins wool—who’s laughing
now? She has magic enough for her needs

but it is merely the magic of feeding
something and being loved by it in return—

the magic of putting a seed
in the ground and eating what it grows.

*



And that’s not the half of it—because
of the hex there isn’t a single man in town

who’ll marry her. So, she takes care of herself—
she’s good at that—not for her a fear

of the dark—she’s not too squeamish
to snap a chicken’s neck for her supper.

She forgets it is a crime not to fulfill
the mandatory requirements of womanhood—

wife and mother, meek and smothered.
They keep leaving dying things

at her door as a test—if they live she’ll
be punished for the magic of meddling

and if they die, they’ll get her for murder.
She’s been around long enough to know

their tricks. She does the arithmetic, she is
167 years old in cat years, and she feels it.

*



HannahMettner
@hmettner

The cat lady has nine lives too. How else
do you think she survived the drowning

the burning the crimes of passion
the rough sex gone wrong the childbirth

the hysteria myth the male bias
in medical research the walking home

alone at night the systematic culling
of women over centuries.

Like the cat, the Cat Lady is not entirely
apex predator, nor prey. She lives in a state

of fight or flight. And when she fights
she enjoys it. She toys with her prey

she lets it think it might get away
and then she bites off its head.



LeoHolwell
@noshyira



Coco

“Coco is about eight years old. They love
galloping down the hallway in the dead of
the night and attacking bugs and gently

having afternoon naps in bed.

P. S. Coco is a Peeping Tom.”

Submitted by Frankie Submitted by Olivia

Max
Submitted by Sophie



LucyGreen
@badbroidery

Miracle
Submitted by Kiefer



Pet portraits by ChantalMcIlraith
Available for commissions

@chantalmcilraith
www.chantalmcilraith.myportfolio.com



POLLRESULTS

Is Mittens:

Poll taken on theWellington Zinefest Instagram.

Overrated
57%

Underrated
43%





Liz Platova
@liz35mmphoto



Michael Taylor
An artist from the White Room Creative Space

www.thewhiteroom.org.nz

Biscuit
Submitted by Charlie

Lentil
Submitted by Compass and Rosie



LeoHolwell
@noshyira



RobbieKinnaird
@robbiek_art



Fur is not enough! Try gentle earth
tones for the soft boy effect.

Cat Zine Lookbook
SOFTBOYS



Merle
@merle.it



JazmineKay
@jazmineamykay

Donna
Submitted by Alice



BryceGalloway
www.incrediblyhotsexwithhideouspeople.blogspot.com



UrsineMundanity
@ursinemundanity

Submitted by Olivia



DearKitty,

I am a young woman in my late forties who is experiencing
discrimination within the cat fan community.

Though I am a cat fan, I have always felt uncomfortable in fan
communities because of certain expectations placed upon the
members. I have long felt there is a culture of ‘toxic positivity’ in
cat communities, and that any discussion which doesn’t
immediately affirm the goodness of cats is seen as hostile. My
posts on online cat forums seem to attract negative attention
from other members, and I can’t seem to find the sense of
connection that I see others developing. In real life my opinions
on cats are met with, at best, blank stares, though typically cat
owners are offended by whatever I might say about their cats.

The biggest issue I face in cat fan communities is that I don’t like
to look at cats. Whether in real life or online, I feel irritated when
they enter my field of vision. I don’t enjoy the way they look and

Advice for the world-weary with

Kitty LaMew
Cat Zine’s resident advice coloumnistKitty
LaMew helps a very young woman navigate
a toxic fandom.



find the vast majority of them to be very ugly. I also have similar
sensory issues regarding the smell and feel of cats, and the sound
of a cat’s meow makes me angry.

As you can imagine, this makes it difficult to be a part of the
community. In most interactions, fans seem fixated on talking
exclusively about cats, which as you can imagine is difficult for
me. I have requested in various discords and subreddits that we
have a no-photo policy to make it easier for people like me,
however I’ve never been taken seriously. I feel that the cat
community is gatekeeping me from participating in their
conversations.

I find it hard to accept that an entire community based on love
and appreciation are so unwelcoming to me and my needs. Why
do people behave this way?

I suspected that my beauty might be a barrier to cat fans taking
me seriously. However after taking my photo off various online
fan spaces I find cat fans continue to be offended by my
contributions to discussions.

I’m curious whether there has been any social psychological
research undertaken on the relationship between cat fans and
bullying. Kitty, should I ever expect any better? I have considered
trying to participate dog fan groups, though it is a challenging
proposition as I hate dogs.

Signed,
Excluded in Eastbourne



Dearest EIE,

You might be surprised to learn this, alone in the world as you
must feel, but I have to confess that I too have felt the pain of the
cat fandom rejection. And truly, a greater sting has never forsaken
my heart.

When I first discovered the cat fandom, I felt a sort of
overwhelming jolt of emotion throughout my body. Tears came to
my eyes. Joy exploded from my face. Finally - finally, after so many
years of telling everyone I knew about the wonders of cats, I had
found my people! I instantly made a series of deep, meaningful
friendships. We spoke long into the night. We connected
spiritually, emotionally, thematically. I knew in my deepest heart
that these were life-long friendships, and my days of loneliness
and grief were over.

Or so I thought. Soon, my newfound happiness was collapsing
around me like a house of cards. Suddenly, I was being told to ‘get
out of my house, you loony’. I was asked ‘how did you find out
where I live?’ I was being taken roughly by the arm and escorted
out of workplaces, shopping malls, christenings! The worst was
when one of my new ‘friends’ saw fit to escort me out of his own
wedding. Tell me, if you are asked by the priest if you have any
objections, are you meant to just sit there in a silence made of
lies? Even if you know in your soul that the person standing
haplessly, foolishly at the altar is meant to be yours? Even if you
know no two people have ever connected so profoundly over a
picture of two cats in a little basket - two cats, come to think of
it, who kind of look like the two of you!



Anyway, this isn’t about weddings I may or may not have snuck
into, and brides I may or may not have spat in the general
direction of, and cakes I may or may not have kicked over in a
humorous and engaging fashion on my way out the door. This is
about you! You, my friend, are in a worse pickle than I was.
Because you have not even found your people. You’ve found
bullying! You’ve found hatred! You’ve seen the internet turn on
you, and let me tell you, it can be a vicious place, once that video
of you at a wedding goes viral - just to pluck a generic, non-
specific example out of the air.

The solution I have for you is, unfortunately, the same one any
run-of-the-mill mindfulness teacher will give you: Turn off that
computer and go outside. I know, I know! But I promise you,
they accidentally do have kind of a point. Because cats are
outside. For me, a great pleasure. For you - well, not so much. But
it will give you the great advantage of being able to tell the little
floofers exactly what you think of them, right to their face. They
can’t cancel you. They can’t talk back to you. They can’t do
anything but meow, and run away - or maybe, take one of their
adorable little paws and step slowly towards you, while looking at
you with their head sort of cocked and their ‘meow?’ kind of
imploring, and with that, they might finally melt your black,
crooked heart.

All my love - you need it -
Kitty.




